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Abstract- Mathematics is obviously important in the science. The degree to which God has any superbness is absolutely 
infinite. Here we briefly survey and discuss the Infinite series of Mathematics and its convergence and divergence. We 
also discuss the relationship between mathematics and computer. How the computer science is related to Mathematics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The conceptual science of number, quantity, and space, either as abstract concepts (pure mathematics ), or as applied 
to other disciplines such as physics and engineering is known as mathematics. A series is a sum of a terms in 
sequence and the sequence can be of any type in mathematical form like fractional numbers, prime numbers, even, 
odd etc. a series can be of any type like number of events occurs, people of same kind, number of objects these all 
are in daily life and it can goes upto infinity. Infinite sequence of numbers { an }, a series gives the result of adding 
all the terms together like a1 + a2 + a3 + · · ·.These can be written using the summation symbol .    

n=11/2n =1/2+1/4+1/8+……. 
 
The above equation we have used is for the complex numbers, real numbers, rational numbers in the ordered sum 
but if we have The sequence of partial sums sk which is associated to a series is defined for 
each k as the sum of the sequence {an} 
from a0 to ak. 

 

Sk= n 0 an=a0+a1+…..+ak 
 

An infinite sequence <an> is going to be converge to a real number which is L if an sequence is infinitely close to L 
for all positive infinite hyper integers H (shown in Fig.1). L is known as the limit of the sequence and which is 
written as: 

L=limn xan 
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Fig.1 Infinite series 

A given sequence or series which does not converges to any real number is known as diverge means the series is 
divergence. If aH is positive infinite for all positive infinite hyper integers H, the sequence is diverge to , and we 
write as.    
         

Limn  an=  
 

A Sequences can diverge to —  and also diverge without diverging to  or to — . 

II. CONVERGENCE IN SERIES 

Now we studied that what is convergence and how it can occur. A series can be convergent if the sum of its partial 
series or sequence Sn be converges by taking the finite limit. If the limit of Sn sequence does not exist than series is 
diverge. If the limit of partial sum exists it is known as the sum of series. 

n 0 an=limn Sn= N
n 0 an 

If all the an are zero than the infinite series can converge. In the above fig.1 we have taken the harmonic series to 
clearly understand the problem that limit exist or not. If limit exist than series converge. Here we take number of 
series and calculate the partial sum which tells us that series convergence. Let the Harmonic series H 

H=1+1/2+1/3+1/4+….. 

Here we calculate the partial sum by counting the number of terms.number of terms are 4.Partial sum is 2.0833.It 
converges because its terms are Positive and value is greater than 1. If the value is less than 1 than the series 
diverges. For calculatung the convergence of series have to use calculator for calculations otherwise use copy and 
pen to calculate which is very time consuming. 

III. EXAMPLES 
A Geometric series is 
 

n=0 zn 
 

In this we multiply the previous terms with the constant number to produced the successive result 
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/2n 

It converges if z < 1. 

An Arithmetico geometric series is 
 

2n 

 

p series is 

                       n=1 1/nr 

If r >1 series converges, r <1 than diverges. The all above examples describe the convergence test.

IV. UNIFORM CONVERGENCE 

Let the sequence in the form of function{f1,f2,f3,…}. The series is converges uniformly to f if the sequence 
{Sn} of partial sum which is defined by 

Sn(x) = n
k=1 fk(x) 

Which is converges to f. 

V. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

 

Fig.2 Relationship between Mathematics and Computer Science 

The mathematics and Computer science having a great relationship. The computer science is the branch of 
mathematics. In the  computer, programming language is used. In Mathematics expressions, formulas are used. In 
both step by step we get our answers. As we can see in the fig.2 the mathematics and computer science makes the 
Machine language. To solve the problems in mathematics we use formulas and we have to take pen, notebook etc. 
calculate the results after a lot of time. But with the computer science, the formulas used in mathematics is converted 
into machine language by the expertise and thus it becomes easy to calculate. Higher number of values can be easily 
calculated. So the mathematics and computer science makes the Machine learning. expertise statistically research 
the mathematics to convert it into computer science. Then expertise processed the data by the computer science. The 
whole make data science.  
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Fig.3 it explians the process relationship 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

With the above come to conclude that how the convergence is done. How it gives the series is converged or 
diverged. And also mention the relationship of mathematics and computer because here we calculate the 
convergence only by using the equations. The purpose of discusing the relatioship is that we can get the fast and 
accurate results by using the simulation. The future work is convergence can be done by using simulation in 
computer science. 
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